Hats Off and Congratulations to Ms. Anna
Hagarman, TATRC’s Q1 Employee of the
Quarter

A

hearty “Hoo-ah” to Ms. Anna Hagarman, of the
Marketing & Public Affairs group for being recognized
as the TATRC Q1 Employee of the Quarter! She continuously
models and effortlessly exemplifies the characteristics and qualities
as stated in the Employee of the Quarter Charter Memo: “The
Employee of the Quarter should model behaviors of a good
employee including a positive, professional attitude, respectful
of institutional policies, helpful to co-workers, exhibiting
good customer service and people skills, and a record of good
attendance.” She not only meets this, but exceeds it regularly!
Anna is an exemplary employee, whose “can do” spirit is evident in
everything she tackles. Her commitment to TATRC’s many and
evolving missions has been unwavering, and the execution of her
tasks and responsibilities has been flawless.
Anna is responsible for preparing and processing all
conference approval packets for TATRC staff. People do not
realize what all goes into those documents. Those packets are
extremely tedious and time consuming, and she does it happily,
with a smile and in the 4 years of working here, TATRC has
never been denied or disapproved for travel. She even assists
with compiling MRMC Command-wide packets, because of the
level of detail and precision she puts into them. She is an A+,
stellar performer, who always provides a high level of support to

all the TATRC labs and staff, that
is often unrecognized and taken
for granted. She is a true, unsung
hero, who is always behind the
scenes, “making good stuff happen”
without a lot of fanfare.
Her additional duties and
accomplishments include assisting
in the planning, oversight and
execution of two very successful
Open House events, both of which
Ms. Anna Hagarman,
were high visibility, herculean
Conference Planner /
efforts, that came off without a
Marketing & Meeting
hitch. Additionally, Anna plays
Support is EOQ for
a KEY and critical role in the
Quarter 1.
development of the TATRC
Times, which is significant, because
it is through this vital mechanism, that our strategic messaging is
distributed and communicated. In all, Anna deserves this award
for her continued dedicated, reliable, and outstanding customer
service and for her can do attitude to TATRC, not only for this
quarter, but for the past 4 years. Congratulations Ms. Anna!

